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By N O R B E R T O S A L I N A S in P r ince ton (N. J . , USA)*) 
1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper § will denote an infinite dimensional separable complex 
Hilbert space and will represent the ring of all (bounded linear) operators 
on 
Let J be a (two sided) ideal of i f (§). Following [5] we shall denote by C(J) 
the set C(J)={AB-BA: A,B£J) and by [J, J] the linear span of C(J). Clearly, 
the following chain of inclusions holds: 
C(JT) c I f , J] c \ f 2 c J. 
One of the most interesting problems of the structure theory of compact operator is 
to determine, for a given ideal J , which of the above inclusions are proper, and 
which are not (see [5, Problems 1, 2, 3, and 3']). If J 2 is a norm ideal [3; 8], then there 
is still another intermediate inclusion to be considered, i.e., 
[J, J] c-J2 
(where the closure is taken in the topology o f . / 2 ) . 
In the present paper we make some remarks concerning the above-mentioned 
problems. In particular, we prove that if J 2 is a separable norm ideal containing a 
positive operator whose sequence of eigenvalues (counted according to multiplicity) 
is a regularly decreasing sequence (see Definition 4.1), t h e n ( T h e o r e m 4.8). 
Moreover, we give (Corollary 4.7) sufficient conditions for the ideal J so that 
generalizing the results of [5]. 
Let be the p-Schatten ideals [8], and let (6\ be the set of operators in 
<S1 of trace zero. If J is an ideal of JS?(§) such that J2(z.<€i, then necessarily 
[ J , i/Jc'g'J and hence [ J , J \ is properly contained in J . It will follow from our 
*) t h e a u t h o r was s u p p o r t e d by N a t i o n a l Science F o u n d a t i o n grant G P 7952X3. 
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discussion (Theorem 4.10) that if J2"2 is a norm ideal, then <$\<z.C(f)\ thus, in parti-
cular, we have (Corollary 4.11) <5?; = C W J -
in our work we shall make repeated use of a theorem of CALKIN [2, § 1] which 
establishes a lattice preserving bijective correspondence between the ideals of ¿ ? ( § ) 
and certain subsets of the set of all bounded sequences of no.n-negative real num-
bers called ideal sets. Denote by Z + the set of positive integers. J is an ideal set 
if it satisfies the following conditions: 
i) if {A,,}^/, then {A„(n)}£/ for every bijection n 
ii) if {¿„}£/, and for every « £ Z + , then {j«„}£/; 
iii) if {*„}€/, and {n„}a, then {¿„+/!„}€ J-
Given a compact operator T on by the sequence of ¿-numbers {¿„(7")} of 
T is usually meant [3, Chapt. 2] the sequence of eigenvalues (counted according to 
multiplicity) of the operator (T* T)1/2, arranged in decreasing order. If J is a proper 
ideal of <5? (§>), then the ideal set / that corresponds to J* under the above mentioned 
lattice isomorphism is the set of all sequences of the form {s„(n)(T)}, where T 
and n is a bijection of Z + . Thus, the ideal set C corresponding to the maximal ideal 
of all compact operators is the set of all sequences of non-negative real num-
bers tending to zero, and the ideal set corresponding to the minimal ideal ^"of 
all finite rank operators is the subset of C consisting of all those sequences that have 
only finitely many terms different from zero. If Cp is the ideal set corresponding to 
<<?p,p>0, then 
CP = {{A„}€C: -=<»}• 
As a natural generalization of the classes C p , BROWN, PEARCY and the author in-
troduced in [1] the ideal sets S ( f ) and D ( f ) , where / is an admissible function. 
Following [1] a non-negative non-decreasing function / defined on the non-negative 
real line will be called an admissible function if / ( x ) > 0 , for every JC>0, and / ( 0 ) = 0 = 
= lim f(x). The ideal sets S ( f ) and D ( f ) are defined as follows: 
S ( f ) ] f - some 1 
f 0 r every 
We shall denote by £ f ( f ) and 2 ( f ) the ideals of .£?(§) corresponding to S ( f ) and 
D ( f ) , respectively. 
In § 2 we shall make some observations concerning the inclusion giving 
especial attention to the cases J : = S f ( f ) and J=Qi(f). Our main theorem is proved 
in § 4 (Theorem 4.5). As a consequence of this result and the discussion of § 3 we 
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shall conclude (Corollary 4.6) that i f / i s a sub-multiplicative admissible function and 
S ( f ) ( D ( f ) , reps.) contains a regularly decreasing sequence, then [¿?(f), — 
=<5"2(/) (/)> reps.). We shall also give concrete examples show-
ing that this result improves [5, Theorem 2]. 
2. Comparison between the ideals J and . / 2 
Throughout the rest of the paper the set of all admissible functions will be 
denoted by 21. If J is an ideal set and, for p>Q,fp) denotes the admissible function 
f(P)(x)=xp, x^O, it readily follows that {{A„}£C: {/ (р)(Я„)}6/} is an ideal set. 
Following [6] we shall write J"={{A„}eC: {fi/p)(X„)}£J}. It is easy to see that 
vn = Xnfin (n= 1,2,. . .) , {Я„}, If К is another ideal set, we 
define the product of J and К to be the ideal set 
J-К = {{v„}€C: v„ = A„A'„ (" = 1, 2, ...), {Я„}€Л W ^ } . 
T h e o r e m 2.1 . Let J and Ж be ideals of i?(i>), and let J and К be the cor-
responding ideal sets. Then J- К is the ideal set corresponding to In particular if 
к is any positive integer, then Jk is the ideal set of Jk. Thus, if T is a positive operator 
on then T£J>k if and only i f T l l k ^ . 
P r o o f . Let L be the ideal set corresponding to УЖ. Since the inclusion J- K<zL • 
is easily established, we prove the reverse inclusion. Let А, В be two compact operators 
on then the following inequalities between the ¿--numbers of А, В, A+B and AB 
are valid [3, Chapt. 2, §3]. 
sp+e+1(A+B) g ¿Д/О + ^СВ), sp+9+1(AB) < sp(A)s„(B) (p, q = 1, 2, ...). 
Now let T£.Jpyf. Then there exist a finite number of operators A^J , 1 ^ j S m 
m 
such that T— £ AjBj. An application of the above-mentioned inequalities of 
j=i 
л-numbers yields 
J2m(., + l)-lCD SI 2 Sn(4j)*n(Bj) (n = 1, 2, ...). 
j=i 
For each l ^ j ^ m , let {rn(A;)} denote the sequence obtained from (i„(v4j)} by repeat-
ing s1(AJ) 2m times, then repeating S2(AJ) 2m times, etc. Also, for each 1 Sy'Sm, let 
{rn(Bj)} be defined similarly. Then 
m 
W - i m ^ ^ W ^ ) (« = 1 ,2 , . . . ) . 
j=i 
Since rn(Aj)£J and rn(Bj)£K, follows that sn(T)£J-K and the first asser-
tion is proved. The second statement follows from the fact that Jk=J• /•... • / . 
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C o r o l l a r y 2 .2 . Let f be an ideal of ¿¡?(§>). Then, for every pair of positive 
integers j, k we have 
j j j k = jj+k^ ( j j f = jjk 
Furthermore, J if and only if -f for every positive integer k. 
P r o o f . It is a direct consequence of the corresponding properties for the ideal 
sets o f f . 
R e m a r k 2 .3 . Let / , g€2T. It was shown in [6, § 2] that the following statements 
are equivalent. 
a ) % ) c S ( / ) ; 
b) D(g)czD(f)\ 
c) there exist positive constants a, p, e, e such that / ( a x ) < cg(Px), 0 s x ^ e. 
Following [6] we define the order relation -< and the equivalence relation ~ on 
91 by: f-Kg if and only i f / a n d g satisfy the above property c); if and only if 
f<g and g<f. Therefore, f~g if and only if S ( f ) = S(g) and D(f)=D(g). On 
the other hand, S ( f ) — D ( f ) if and only if the admissible function / satisfies the 
condition: there exist o o l , c > 0 , e > 0 such that/(ax)«=c/"(x), O ^ x ^ e [1]. Following 
[6] those functions /€21 for which the above conditions hold will be called mono-
generating functions. 
For a given/€21 we define/621 b y / ( x ) = / ( j / x ) , x s O . It can be easily seen that 
S S ( / ) = S ( / ) and £>*(/ )=£>(/ ) . 
The following theorem-is a consequence of Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.3. 
T h e o r e m 2 .4 . Let /621, then the following assertions are equivalent. 
a) V ( f ) = ff»(f)l 
b) 9 ( f ) = < W ) ; 
c) there exist positive constants a, c and e such that 
/ ( a / x ) s c/(x), O s l x ^ e . 
R e m a r k 2 .5 . Let g£2I such that g(x) = ( - l ) / l n x, 0 < x < l / 2 . It follows that 
g satisfies Condition c) of Theorem 2.4. It is worth observing that g is a mono-
generating function and for every p^-0. The following two theorems show 
that these are not accidental properties. 
T h e o r e m 2 .6 . Let /€21. / / S f ( f ) ^ S f 2 ( f ) (or equivalently if 2>(f)=2>*(f)),. 
then f is a mono-generating function. 
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P r o o f . From Theorem 2.4 there exist positive constants a, c, and <5 such that 
f(ct]fx)rgcf(x), O^x^d. Let. £=min (<5, a2/4). Then for Osx==e we have / (2x) = 
=/[a(2/oc | / x ) / x ] s / ( a ) / x ) s c / ( x ) . Therefore / is a mono-generating function. 
T h e o r e m 2.7 . Let /€21. If 2 ( / ) , then 
J>»0 
P r o o f . Since ¿ f ( f ) = £ f 2 ( f ) , we use Theorem 2.6 to deduce t h a t / i s a mono-
generating function. From [6, Theorem 3.10] we see that there exists p > 0 such that 
£f{f)cz(gp, or equivalently fp)<f On the other hand, from Theorem 2.4, we also 
o b t a i n / ~ / . The last two conditions yield fp/2)<f and hence ^ ( / ) c ' g ' ( p / 2 ) . Iterat-
ing this process we conclude that S?(f) c f] p . Since f | ^„^¿^(f), for every J7>0 p> o 
/691 [6, Theorem 2.20], it follows that 
n f ) £ f l « V p>0 
R e m a r k 2 .8 . Let J be an ideal of and let J be its ideal set. In view 
of Theorem 2.1 for each />>0 we denote by J p the ideal corresponding to the ideal 
set Jp. It is natural to call an ideal of Jaf (§) idempotent whenever it coincides with 
its square. It readily follows that the smalles idempotent ideal containing a given 
ideal ' J is U Likewise, the largest idempotent ideal contained in J> is given 
p>0 
by n J * . p> o 
We conclude this section with an application of the results of the present pa-
ragraph to the structure theory of polynomially compact operators. The following 
theorem can be proved with arguments similar to those of [4, § 3]. 
T h e o r e m 2.9 . Let J be an ideal of different from Jlt2. Also, let T 
be a positive operator in J'1/2 which is not in J . Then for every S^J, (T+S)2^0. 
3. The ideals } 
In this section we construct, for each idea l , / of ¿¡? (§) and each sequence {a„} 
in the ideal set J of J another ideal J^ ( which is contained in J. Afterwards, 
in §4 we shall prove that if {a„} is of an especial type, then / y c [ / , Jf], 
R e m a r k s 3.1. Let © = § © § © . . . be the direct sum of copies of and 
let 0 : § —© be a Hilbert space isomorphism. Also, let J be an ideal of S£ (§) and 
let J be its ideal set. For each {a„}C/; such that a„?i0, for some w€Z+, we shall 
write 
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A simple verification shows that } is an ideal of contained in J . It fol-
lows that the ideal set J{x } of J{x } is the set of all {A„}€C such that the double 
sequence {afcA„} arranged as a simple sequence is in / (the order of this arrangement is 
not relevant s ince / i s invariant under permutations o f Z + ) . Incidentally, let us observe 
that It is easy to see that 
{^ f a f C / ) ] f °° some 1 = f O T a l l H ' 
In our subsequent discussion it will be important to know when / { a ) = / , 
especially when / coincides with either S ( f ) or D ( f ) . 
D e f i n i t i o n 3.2 . We shall say that an admissible function / is almost sub-
multiplicative if there exist positive constants a, c, e such that for every Osx, ySs we 
have f(axy) ^cf(x)f(y). The class of all almost sub-multiplicative admissible func-
tions will be denoted by 93. 
T h e o r e m 3.3. / / / 6 ® , then for every {<*„}€ £ ( / ) , we have S { a ] ( f ) = S ( f ) . 
Furthermore, if {a „}€£(/), then D{^(f)=D(f). 
P r o o f . Let {a„}, {A„}€S(/). Then there exist <r>0, t > 0 such that 2 f (a« . k )<oo , 
k-1 
¿ / ( t A j ^ o o . Since /€23, there exist a>-0, c > 0 , e > 0 such that f(axy)gcf(x)f(y), 
n=i 
OSx, y ^ e . Let 0 < m a x (aa2, err2, ae2/sup a2k, ae2/supA2). Then we have 
k k 
CO CO 
2 f(&kK s £ 2 f(°r'k)f{iK) < 
n,k = 1 n,k = l 
Therefore {A„}€ S{a •)(/) and the first assertion is proved. Now, let {a„}, {A„}€£>(/). 
To prove the second statement it suffices to show that for every r j > 0 there exists a 
pair of positive integers k0, n0 such that 
2 2 f(i*M 00 • 
k~k0 n = n0 
Let k0,n0(:Z+ such that for every ksk0, rjXJa^E, for every nSn0. Then 
we have 
2 f ( W k / ( « * ) 2/(>M„/oO < 
k^k0 k^k0 n^n 0 
n — no 
R e m a r k 3 .4 . The simplest examples of functions in 23 are the functions / ( p ) . 
Let <p and i¡/ be two convex functions in 21 such that cp(x) = e~llx, </>(x) = ( — In x) l n x , 
0 < x < l / 8 . Then cp, </'€23, and we have (p<*p < f p i , for every 0, and (p-^-ij/ (also 
observe that (p and i// are not mono-generating). 
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It follows immediately from the definition that the almost submultiplicativity 
property depends only on the equivalence classes of 21, i.e., i f /£23, g£2i and / ~ g , 
then g£23. This observation will be used in the next theorem which gives a sufficient 
condition for almost sub-multiplicativity. 
T h e o r e m 3.5. Let /£21 and suppose there exists 0 -=e< l such that the func-
X 
tion h defined, for 0 < .t e, by h(x)= f f(t)dt/xf(x) is non-decreasing. Then /£SB. 
o 
X 
P r o o f . Let g(x)= J f ( t ) d t . By hypothesis xf(x)/g(x) is non-increasing for 
o 
x£(0, e]. Therefore, for every j'6(0, 1) we h a v e f ( x ) / g ( x ) ^ y f ( x y ) / g ( x y ) , Thus,. 
fig(xy) 
g(x) for every 0 < J < 1 , — = yf(xy)/g(x)—g(xy)f(x)/g2(x)^0. We deduce, 
ox 
that, for every 1, the function g(xy)/g(x) is non-decreasing on (0, e]. Therefore, 
we have g(xy)lg(x)Sg(sy)/g(e)^g(y)lg(e), for every 0 < x , yse, and consequently 
g£23. Since ff(!y~g [6, Theorem 3.4] we conclude that f f ^£23 and hence /£23. 
In the rest of this section we shall need to use the following standard terminology 
[9, Chapter 5, § 5]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3.6. Let /£21 be a right continuous function (i.e., lim f ( x + t) = 
t-o + 
=f{x), for every I S O ) such that lim f(x)~ =>=. The f u n c t i o n / ( _ 1 ) defined for every 
X-*-CO 
x ^ O by / ' ( ~ 1 ) (x )= sup t will be called the right inverse of / . 
/ (0 S X • 
R e m a r k 3.7. It is worth noting that if g£2I then there always exists a right 
continuous function /£21 such that lim f(x)=<*> and / ~ g (see [6, Theorem 3.3]). 
X-* CO 
The following are some elementary properties of the right inverse of the function /:. 
a ) / ( - 1 ) € 2 I , 
b) / ( _ 1 ) is right continuous and l i m / ( _ 1 ) ( x ) = 
X--00 
c ) [ / ( -D](- l ) = / 
d) for every .v>0 we have f[f(~1)(x)]^x,f(~1)[f(x)-e]^x, 0 < e ^ / ( x ) , 
e) if / is continuous, then / ( - 1 ) is the inverse function of f 
f ) if g is a right continuous function in 21 such that lim g(x) = °° and g<fr 
t h e n / ( _ 1 ) - < g ( _ 1 ) . 
The following theorem provides a necessary condition for a function to be in 2?. 
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T h e o r e m 3.8. Let f be a right continuous function in 93 such that lim /(JC) = °°. 
Then / ( - 1 ) is a mono-generating function. 
P r o o f . Since/62? there exist positive numbers a, c, and e such that f(a.xy 
Scf(x)f(y), O s x , y^s. Let <5 be a positive number such that 5Se and cf(5)sl/3. 
Then, for every O ^ t ^ a d e we have /(f)S±/0/a<5). Therefore / ( _ 1 ) [ 2 / ( 0 ] ^ 
- ^ / ( - « [ f f ( t / o > 5 ) ] ^ t / a d , O^t^aSe. Now let e ' > 0 such that/ (-1)(£ ,)<a<5fi. It fol-
lows that for every OsixsSe', / ( - 1 ) ( 2 x ) ^ / ( - 1 ) ( 2 / [ / ( - 1 ) ( x ) ] ) ^ ( l / a 5 ) / ( - 1 ) ( x ) . We 
conclude that / ( _ 1 ) is a mono-generating function, as desired. 
T h e o r e m 3.9. Let /€23, then there exists p>0 such that /-</(P). 
P r o o f . As observed in Remarks 3.7 we can assume, without loss of generality, 
t h a t / i s a right continuous function and lim f(x) — °Since/(-1) is mono-generating 
X-*OO 
it follows from [6, Theorem 3.10] that there exists q > 0 such tha t / ( 9 ) -< / ( - 1 ) . Using 
Remark 3.7—e), and f ) we see that / -<[/( ?)] ( - 1 )=/(i / , ) - Thus, the desired number 
p is obtained by setting p = l/q. 
T h e o r e m 3.10. Let f be a convex admissible function such that /(f,)^/^/(1), 
for every p> 1. Then f cannot be in © (cf. Remark 4.9). 
P r o o f . Suppose that/€93. S i n c e / ^ / ( ] ) it can be easily checked that the func-
tion h defined, for x^O, by h(0)=0, h(x)=f(x)jx, x > 0 is in 23. From Theorem 3.9 
there exists such that h-Kf (qy We conclude t h a t / - < / ( 1 + 9 ) , in contradiction to 
the fact / ( P ) ^ / , for every p > 1. 
4. Comparison between J { 1 } and [J, J \ 
In the present section we shall need to use certain sequences which have a 
peculiar behavior. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 .1 . A decreasing sequence {a„}€C will be said to be regularly 
decreasing if there exists a positive integer m such that for every /c=l , 2, ... 
we have 
km + l 
2 «j-
The smallest positive integer m satisfying the above condition will be denoted by 
/({«„}). We shall represent by A the set of all regularly decreasing sequences. 
R e m a r k 4 .2 . An example of a regularly decreasing sequence is the sequence 
{1 jn), /({!/«}) = 3. The following are immediate consequences of Definition 4.1: 
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a) if {«„}£/!, then {a„} is non-summable; 
b) if {an}£A, then every tail of {<*„} is also in A; and 
c) if {a„}£A, then {oc%}£A, for every 0-=/><l. 
The next elementary lemma is an integral test for regularly decreasing sequences. 
L e m m a 4 .3 . Let to be a non-negative non-increasing function defined on [1, km +1 
such that lim <x>(x) = 0. If (o(k)S J co(t)dt for some positive integer m and for 
(fc — 1) m + 2 
k= 1, 2, ... then {a>(ri)}£A. On the other hand, if {©(«)}£A then we must have co(k 
km 
S J a>(t)dt, for some positive integer m and for k — 1, 2, ... . 
(fc — 1) m +1 
The following result exhibits the main property of regularly decreasing sequences . 
that we shall use later. 
T h e o r e m 4 .4 . Let {<x„}£A, m = i({an}) and let {a'„} be the sequence obtained 
from {a„} by repeatinng ax (m + 1) times, then repeating a2 (m +1) times and so forth. 
Then the alternating sequence {/?„} defined by /?2n+i = a n+i> /?2n = — a » + i > n = 
= 1,2,..., can be rearranged into a sequence {y„} that satisfies 
2vj y=i 
= ot'„, n = 1,2, . . . . 
P r o o f . For each k = 1, 2, ... let mk be the first positive integer such that 
k ' mic+1 
2" «j = 2" «,•• 
j=1 j=2 
Since {a„}£i4, mk^km, k—1,2, ... . On the other hand, 
(fc + l)m + l Ji + m + 1 
ak+1= 2 <Xj = 2 <Xj> k =•!» 2, •••> 1 = h S km. 
j = km + 2 j=h+2 
It follows that mk+1—mk^m, k= 1,2, ... . Define {>>„} by y i = a x , y„~ — a„, 2 S n S 
1, and for each k=2, 3, ... yk+mki=ak, yn = - a „ + 1 _ f c , + 
Sk-\-mk. 
It readily follows that the sequence {y„} satisfies the required conditions. 
The following is the main theorem of the present section. Essentially, its proof 
follows the same pattern of the proofs of [5, Theorems 1 and 2]. 
T h e o r e m 4 .5 . Let J be an ideal of J£?(§) and let J be its ideal set. Also, 
suppose that there exists a regularly decreasing sequence {a„}£/2. Then the ideal </2a } 
is contained in [._/, 
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P r o o f . Let TZf^y Then T=A1—A2 + i(A3—A4) where Aj is a positive 
operator in 1 ^ / « 4 . Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume that T 
is a positive operator. Let © = §©£>©. . . and let be the Hilbert space 
isomorphism introduced in Remark 3.1. Also, let 0 : § - » § © ( 5 be the composition 
of i> with the identification m a p © - * § © ( 5 and let i / = ( l s f f i $ _ 1 ) 0 : 
Then y j f - 1 can be represented as a two by two operator matrix, acting on §>@§>, 
\Q N1 
of the form , where Q and R are positive operators. Let N=.UP be the polar 
N* R 
decomposition of N (where P—(N*N)l/i). Then we have 
' u f p olio i/p| [o f p \ \ u f p 0 
0 OJ [o 0 [o 0 J [ 0 0 
0 N 
0 0 
— R 0 
0 R ÍR 0 J [o 0 [o 0 \ []iR 
VR 
0 




0 0 + 
0 N 





in order to prove the theorem it suffices to show that 
= © - M C Q + ^ e O f f i O © . . . ] © = ^ - ^ ( e + ^ f f i O f f i O © . . . ] ^ 
is in Now, we observe that Q + R ^ J ^ . Thus to complete the proof we 
shall show that 
for every positive operator S Z f ^ y Let be given by £2 n- i = / a n > = 
« = 1 , 2 , ... and let. {/?„} be as in Theorem 4.4. Then 
a1S'ffi0ffi0ffi ... = I g f S © © (eS+i- + Offil @.p„s n = 1 
We divide the rest of the proof in two cases considering separately each summand 
on the right hand side of the last identity. 
Case I: 
( p - ^ e f s © j S ( e 2 + 1 - e 2 ) s ] } * 
is in C ( f ) (the set of commutators of operators in J ) . Let V be the unilateral shift 
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•on © with base space f>, i.e., V can be represented as the infinite operator matrix 
0 0 0 . 
l s 0 0 . 
Also, let 
0 1* 0 . 
A = tf-^© eJs^V*<P, and 5 = i » - 1 ^ ! © 
Since S G J f t j , arid hence ^ S ^ J ^ ^ , we see that A,B{_J. A simple calculation 
shows that 
4--1 j ^ S f f i 
and the first case is established. 
Case I I : 
<Z>" 
«=i 
0 = AB-BA, 
oe 0A.S 
Let |y„) and {a^} be as in Theorem 4.4. Also, let W be a unitary operator on © 
such that 
w\®.ßns\w* = © ynS, 
U=i ) n=i 
and define the coisometry £ : § — © by E = WV* Then 
Let {<5„} be a sequence of complex numbers such that 
% = 2Vj> n = 1,2, .... 
It follows that 
Since 
we see that 
j=i 
£* [ £ S = S* |<5f5"© [ £ (<52+1- ¿„2)5"]} S. 
|«5„| ^ n = I, 2, ... and = S m 
s * ( © S j ^ S i J . 
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Define 
A' = 3* | © 5„ ys j V*S, jr = E*v[®S.Ys}s. 
It follows that A', B'^J and 
0- 0 ® [ © f t , s j <í> = 3*{,5?S® ^(dl^-b^S^S^ A'B'-B'A'. 
The proof of the theorem is complete.' 
. The following corollary is a consequence of Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 4.5. 
C o r o l l a r y 4 .6 . Let /€© and suppose there exists a regularly decreasing se-
quence {a„HS 2 ( / ) . Then [S?(f),y(f)] = y 2 ( f ) - Moreover, if {«„}£/)(/), then 
[@{f),®(f))=®2(f). 
C o r o l l a r y 4 .7 . Let J be an ideal of •£?(§), and let J be its ideal set. If 
2 
№ J * = V S l y then [S,S]=S
2. 
{«.„Kan-/* 
T h e o r e m 4 .8 . If f 2 is a separable norm ideal and AC] J2 then [S, S]=S2. 
P r o o f . Let {a„}6Jfl J2. Then, from Theorem 3.5, j?2K)cz[f, Since J2K) 
is an ideal of (¡5) it contains the ideal J^of all finite rank operators. On the other 
hand, since J~2is separable ¿F=J2 [3, Chapt. 3, §6], and hence f ] = J 2 . 
R e m a r k 4 .9 . From Remark4.2 {1 /n}£A. Since {1 /n}£Cp for every /?> 1, 
[5, Theorem 2] is a consequence of Corollary 4.6. Moreover, that corollary is also 
applicable to the functions <p, \j/ of Remark 3.4 with {a„}={l/n}. Since <p and \p are 
convex admissible functions, it follows from [7] that the ideals they generate are norm 
ideals. We obtain the following inclusion formulas: 
U ^p p>0 
y2(q>) i m<p) s y(<p). i ®\<p) 
The above chains of inclusions follow from the more general fact that if /£91 
and 9>2 ( f ) * y ( / ) , then (which in turn is a consequ-
ence of Theorem 2.6 and [6, Theorem 2.12]). Let x be a convex function in 21 such that 
^(x)=(x/ln x)2, 0 < x < l / 2 . Then % is a mono-generating function which is not in S . 
On the other hand, since ¿?2(x)=&'(x)=@(x) (Remarks 2.3 and 2.5) and % is a 
convex function, it follows from [7] that Sf2(x) is a separable norm ideal. Thus 
Theorem 4.8 tells us that [Sf(x), (Observe that {!/«}£ 52(x)). Also, 
we have <¡?1£&'2(x)<: ; n p> i 
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T h e o r e m 4 .10 . Let J be an ideal of such that J2 is a norm ideal. 
Then ;C(J5") (where the closure is taken in the topology of J2). 
P r o o f . Let Since the real and imaginary parts of T are in and 
С(&) = [&, J5"], without loss of generality we can suppose that T is Hermitian. Then 
there exists a basis {e„: » = 1 , 2 , ...) of § such that Te„=X„en, « = 1 , 2 , ... , where 
00 — 
{Я„} is an absolutely summable sequence such that ]? ).n=0. Since J5" is a minimal 
n = l 
norm ideal, it follows from the results of [8, Chapt. 5, §§ 6, 7, 8] that the inclusion 
map m ^ W is norm decreasing. Thus, 11 |S | 11 S Цг, for every where | | | - | | | 
and || • ||x stand for the norms in J 2 and respectively. Let s > 0 be given and let 
CO 
« 0 > 1 such that 2 |Я„|<е/2. Now define I on § by Xen=knen 1 S n < n 0 , 
n = n0 
Хещ = 2 K\eno> Xen = 0, л > «„. \n = n0 ) 
Then we have |A„|-=e. Since X is a finite rank operator 
n>n0 
of trace zero, we conclude that X^C(SF) and the theorem follows. 
C o r o l l a r y 4 .11 . (in the topology o f V J . 
T h e o r e m 4 .12 . Let J{/.), АвЛ be a family of ideals of and let J(X), 
Id Л be the corresponding ideal sets. If for each л£/1 there exists a regularly decreasing 
sequence {an k}^J2{l), then 
• Я€Л Я€Л Я С Л 
Furthermore, if there is a regularly decreasing sequence {a„}£ П J2 (A), then 
Я6Л 
n ^ n ) ( X ) d [ f ] n 
ябл Ябл яеи 
P r o o f . It is easy to see that 
v [ . / ( A ) , s w i c i v у ф , v s m 
я е л я е л Я€л 
This fact together with Theorem 4.5 proves the first assertion. To prove the second 
statement, we first observe that 
n = [ n • 
Я6Л Я£Л 
This is a consequence of the following chain of identities: 
n 4 л = n ( W = ( n - t o ) 2 = ( n 
Я€л яел " я€л l r Ябл 
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Now the proof of the theorem is completed after applying Theorem 4.5 to the ideal 
n 
C o r o l l a r y 4 .13 . 
u = [ u u < g , n v „ = i n K > n p> 0 p> 0 p> 0 p^l p>-2 2 
P r o o f . Since {1/«}6CP, for e v e r y t h e corollary is a consequence of Corol-
lary 4.6 and Theorem 4.12. 
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